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Abstract
Evaluation, maintenance, and upgrading upon request . The other 10,000 questions

of timber structures is an area where little generally require some research on the sub-
printed reference material exists. This paper ject, and the response often provides a list of
covers the state-of -the-art on design, ma- references .
terial properties, and construction pro. Unfortunately, when the question re-
cedures on older buildings. Some guidelines lates to “Evaluation, Maintenance, and

are presented on rehabilitating and upgrad- Upgrading of Timber Structures,” we draw a
ing timber structures, along with significant near blank. We have been able to locate only
references. a few articles on the sublect, most of which
______________________________________ 

appeared in journals over 20 years ago. Most
publications containing valuable information

A key polnt’t n evaluating existing timber either require Interpretation or are not readily
structures is to understand some of the his- available to those who need the information.
torical elements that influenced their design The ASCE Committee on Wood and FPL
and construction. This is a consideration in have recognized this problem and formed a
the overall process of evaluation, main- subcommittee to develop a manual on
tenance, and upgrading of timber structures, “Evaluation, Maintenance, and Upgrading
a broad area where practically no printed Timber Structures.” if anyone has expertise
reference material is available. This is not to or interest in this undertaking, please con-
say that expertise and technology is not tact us.
available, but the information has never been
systematically compiled or documented. Whu Hehabilit t ?

For example, the U.S. Forest Products -

Laboratory (FPL) has long been considered a The first question is, ‘Why bother to re-
source for information on wood. FPL re -cycle or upgrade existing older structures?”
ceives, during an average year, about 21,000 There are many good reasons (6) . From a na-
requests for information. About 11,000 In- tional viewpoint, extending the life of struc-
quirtes can be answered rather routinely with tures conserves a valuable resource. Recy-
available publications, most of which are free cling an existing building saves an equlva-
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eng ineers , participated in the development Wartime Construction
of building codes, wood design procedures,
and procedures for assessmc:.t of domestic Many of the problem structures that we
U.S. species. One result was ASTM 0 143, hear about at FPL were built during World
“Testing Small Clear Specimens of Timber.” War II. This was a critical period when wood
Technical bulletins issued by the Forest was used to the extent possible to conserve
Service provided the data upon which proper- critical steel” for the war effort . The de-
ties of commodity products (Lumber) were mand for wood soared to 36 billion board feet
based. ASTM D 245, ‘Establishing Structural Ifl 1942. Military housing, bridges, industrial
Grades and Related Allowable Properties plants , warehouses, and shipyard facilities
Based on Concepts of Visual Grading,” was used wood wherever possible.
first published in 1927. Some of these structures were among

Many thousands of small clear speci- the largest ever built. The LTA or blimp
mens have been tested following a corn- hangars were 1,000 feet long and 176 feet
prehensive sampling plan to classify clear high at the crown , with a clear span width of
wood strength by species. Results of these 298 feet at ground level. A single hangar re-
tests currently are summarized in ASTM quired 3 million board feet of lumber . The Ar-
0 2555, “Establishing Clear Wood Strength my alone estimated that it had 11/4 billion
Values.” square feet of timber buildings. This was

An estimate of near-minimum strength , equivalent to a 92-foot -wide building extend-
the fifth percentile , has for many years been ing from New York to San Francisco.
the starting point for developing the design These buildings were built on a “crash”
stresses. Adjustments were next made to ac- program as temporary structure s with an an-
count for seasoning, size, shape, and dura- ticipated life of not over 5 years. It is in-
Lion of load, etc. The resultin’~ value is essen- terest ing that now—36 years later—many of
tiaily the allowable property for clear , full- these buildings are experie n cing problems.

• sized material . And these problems are caused mostly by
The grading rules then went on to adjust changes in use and occupancy of the struc-

this allowable property to account for cle- ture , which ~rnpose differ ent loadings than
fects. Knots , cross grain , and checks were originally intended.
(and still are) the primary strength-reducing Frank Hanrahan (1) documented many of
characteristics; strength ratios were devel- the unique circumstances attending wartime
oped to account for each . A particular lumber construction , Government agencies con-
grade of a species with an average clear cerned with material shortages took drastic
wood modulus of rupture of 10,000 pounds action to accomplish national objectives.
per square inch might well end up with an Some general examples are:
allowable property for design of only 1,000 (1) Designs of roofs were based upon 15
pounds per square inch, for example. This pounds per square foot live load throughout
procedure has provided the backbone of suc- the country. This was done even in areas
cessfu l wood design for over 50 years, but in where building codes called for 20, 30, or
terms of today’s design concepts , we are not more pounds per square foot.
sure of its degree of precision . With the move (2) All designs were based on 1,200
toward probabilistic-based design. there is pounds per square inch stress-grade lumber .
renewed interest in evaluating the per- However , design stresses were increased
formance of full -sized lumber. We hope this from 1,200 to 1,800 pounds per square inch.
will serve to calibrate the existing pro- (3) There was not enough stress.graded
cedures. lumber available. Lower grades never before

The important point is—the existing pro- considered “structural” and nonstructura l
• cedures have served well, and the principles lumber often had to be substituted.

behind those procedures can be applied (4) Unseasoned lumber had to be used.
directly, in place , to existing structural In some cases , wood went from tree to struc-
members . ture inonl y3days .

(5) Design errors were made. In some
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cases, in the haste to get the job done, per. be learned.” He went on to present some cx-
sonnel with little or no experience in design, cellent examples of structural failures. They
fabrication, and erectIon of wood structures ranged from hurricanes In the “Act of God”
had to be used. classification to design deficiencies.

There was als~o a shortage of qualified His experience indicated that most fail-
journeymen for - construction. Hanrahan ures In timber structures occurred In in-
visited a construction site where a carpenter dividual truss members and did not result In
crew was nailing on roof sheathing. One the failure or collapse of the structure.
workman, evidently a rank amateur, was On one example, he noted, “The failure
wearing a long overcoat. He was swinging was actually caused by deficiencies In de-
his hammer at a great rate, having con- sign, construction, and maintenance. Every-
siderable trouble hitting the nails, but never- thing went wrong. However, on the basis of
theless doing his best to keep up with his reanalysis, repairs are being accomplished.
fellow workmen. When he started to move to This building with an estimated present
a new position, he had nailed his overcoat to value of about $1,000,000 will be rehabilitated
the roof. for less than $40,000.”

Hanrahan provided a number of other ex-
amples such as parallel chord trusses being Considerations Todainstalled upside down, leaving out split-ring
connectors to speed erection, and using the In closing, we would like to cite two of
wrong size lumber. Salgo’s conclusions from his 1954 paper:

Where are the World War II structures to- (1) Most of the difficulties ex-
day? Many are still out there if you can iden- perlenced with timber structures can be
tlfy them. We ran across an office memo the attributed to incomplete designs, the
other day, written in 1947. Because of over- use of unseasoned and lower grades of
crowded classrooms, a “temporary” military lumber, and lack of periodic main-
warehouse from Sangamon Ordinance in II- tenance, Timber structures properly
linois was dismantled, shipped, and re- designed, constructed, and maintained
erected as a “temporary” classroom at the have taken their place as major corn-
University of Wisconsin. Out of curiosity, we ponents in our present-day construc~called an engineering professor to learn the tion.
fate of the “temporary” building. “It’s still (2) Maintenance and construction
there,” he said. “It houses the classrooms standards have been well established.
where the engineering drafting courses are There does exist an educational prob-
taught.” He added, “nothing on campus is lem. There isa need formore widespread
more permanent than a ‘temporary’ build- knowledge of this Information. Such ar-
ing ” tid es as ‘~Are Timber Checks and Splits

In 1954, Mike Salgo (5) wrote a paper on Serious?” (4) and “Timber Maintenance
examples of timber structure failures, which Methods” (3) are doing a great deal of
dealt primarily with World War II military good. These articles are designed for
structures. Mike designed many of the large reading by engineers and artisans who
Navy structures during World War II when he are actually building and maintaining
was with the Bureau of Yards and Docks. In- timber structures. More such articles
cidentafly, Mike is the chairman of the Re- are needed,
search Council on the Performance of Struc- These statements made 24 years ago,
tures. are still true today particularly as they relate

On World War II timber structures Salgo, to maintenance and the need for educational
stated, “It is significance to note that information.

• 
. relatively few major structural failures oc-

curred with this tremendous construction
program in spite of the pioneering nature of
many of the designs. But failures did occur,
and it Is from these that certain lessons can
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